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Abstract  
 

The emergence of deformable devices is driven by the need to realize free-form properties for conformable and 

wearable applications. To achieve these needs, approaches to fabricate flexible and stretchable devices have embraced 

extensive exploitation of materials for active responsive coatings and structural modifications of conventional rigid 

substrates. In this talk, I will discuss our recent progress in creating free-form, shapeable, flexible wearable electronics 

and energy devices. We have fabricated wearable energy harvestors using textiles with coatings which control surface 

properties to convert mechanical energy into power output. Based on the triboelectric effect, the wearable textile 

energy scavengers can harvest energy from contact. Stretchable and transparent energy harvestors have been attained 

using elastomeric composites and hydrogel, allowing them to be mounted on the skin or machines. In addition, 

extremely stretchable and self-healable strain sensors which can monitor strain, flexion and twist deformations are also 

realized. Progress on stretchable energy storage, responsive electrochromics, haptics and actuators will also be 

discussed.  
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